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CONVENTIONS OF THE NEW ORTHOGRAPHY

The new script used here went through a series of stages; firstly in 1956 one containing

some Cyrillic letters, then one with unassimilated Chinese loans in their pinyin form, and

finally the current version since mid-1958. For a comparison with the development of scripts

for other related nationalities of China, see Bradley (1987). This new Lisu script as used here

has been the vehicle of very extensive publication in China. Apart from the usual political

works published in the 1960s and early 1970s, a large body of primary school textbooks,

adult literacy materials, traditional stories, songs and new literature has appeared, especially

in the 1980s and early 1990s.

Compared to the Eraser script, the new script has some minor inadequacies. Most

notably, it does not distinguish all the vowels nor does it distinguish the palatal and alveolar

nasals before /i/. Therefore this dictionary uses a slightly modified version of the script that

does make these distinctions, writing /jii/ as nyi and /ni/ as ni; this contrast is marginal in

some tones but not for all. The vowel distinctions are also made, as discussed below.

Lisu has the following initial consonants:



IX

only before certain vowels. The graphic sequences ea and eo represent /ya/ and /yo/, and ei

represents /ji/, but odierwise consonant plus -e is used to represent a back unrounded vowel

sound. The /h/ versus Ixf distinction is also marginal and not indicated in the new script.

Medial /w/ and /j/ are written with u and i: for example, /kwa/ is written gua and /bja/ is

written bbia. Note also the above comments about ni- representing /ji/ before vowels other

than /i/.

There is also a set of five palato-alveolar initials which occur in native Lisu words only

before a fricative syllabic [?]. These are [tj?] [tjh?] [dj^] [J?] [5?], written zhi chi rri

shi ri. Neither the new northern dialect orthography nor the Fraser script distinguish the

fricative syllables from other high front vowels. The syllabic appears to function as an

allophone of /i/ in the northern dialect, though in the Fraser script representing the central

dialect it is written as an allophone of the high front rounded vowel /y/. These palato-

alveolars are also used in Chinese loan words before various vowels in place of the Chinese

retroflexes.

The complete Lisu vocalic system distinguishes ten vowels:

IPA

1



For example, a six-way minimal pair for the tones is:

to aim/millstone moP
see mox^

high
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